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standing a specialized field in relation to biological science as a whole. The
illustrations are profuse and as diversified as the text, from bacteria to the
Australian ant-eater, from Gargantua to the Grand Canyon, and from Venus
de Medici to scorbutic guinea-pigs. The author has set himself a Herculean
task, and it is inevitable that errors of interpretation and of fact occur. To
cite an examplethe treatment of syphilis is dismissed with the statement that
neoarsphenamine is a violent poison which will "positively cure" the infection,
and that it takes as long to cure as the disease has been in effect. In spite of such
shortcomings, however, the work should prove most useful at the elementary
level for which it was designed. -M. TAGER
THE SELECTED WRITINGS OF BENJAMIN RUSH. Edited by
Dagobert D. Runes. The Philosophical Library, Inc., New York, 1947.
xii + 433 pp. $5.
Since the writings of a man are the physical reflections of his thoughts, his
interests, and his activities, it is natural to expect that the works of Benjamin
Rush should cover an almost unbelievable range of subjects. Graduate of
Princeton and Edinburgh, student of William Cullen, professor of chemistry
and later of medicine in the College of Philadelphia, Surgeon-General under
Shippen, and chief founder of the first dispensary in this country, Benjamin
Rush is considered to have been the foremost American clinician of his time.
His political accomplishments were no less brilliant. He was a member of the
Congress for the State of Pennsylvania, a signer of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, a member of the Pennsylvania Convention that adopted the Federal
Constitution, treasurer of the National Mint, and a co-founder of the first anti-
slavery society in America. He cried out against the abuses perpetrated upon
the mentally ill. He inveighed against war, alcoholism, corporal punishment in
schools and the punishment of murder by death. He made some of the earliest
American contributions in anthropology. He was an outstandingly strong-
headed and revolutionary medical and social theorist in an age when revolutionary
characters were common currency the world over. He was not always in the right,
but he was never wanting in boldness and forthrightness when championing a
cause.
The present volume includes 29 selections from his writings under four
headings: (a) On Good Government; (b) On Education; (c) On Natural and
Medical Sciences; and (d) On Miscellaneous Things. A complete list of his
writings and a selected bibliography are included in the appendix. Those who
are interested in the revolutionary period of American history and those whose
interests lie in the field of medical history will find valuable source material in
these essays, written in a vigorous, if not highly literary, style. -MAX TAFFEL
DEVELOPMENTAL DIAGNOSIS. By Arnold Gesell and Catherine S.
Amatruda. Paul B. Hoeber, Inc., New York, 1947. 2nd ed., xvi +
496 pp. $7.50.
This book is a somewhat revised and enlarged version of the first edition,
published in 1941. The basic structure of the original has been retained. Part318 YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
One, a discussion of the principles and methods underlying the developmental
examination of behavior, is unchanged. Part Two, an analysis of defects and
deviations of development, has been expanded to include a section on congenital
abnormalities in connection with low-grade amentia; the chapter on convulsive
disorders has been revised, and includes additional material on epilepsy; a
discussion of visual cerebral injury has been added to this topic; the former
chapter on special sensory handicaps has been expanded into separate chapters on
blindness and deafness; the discussion of prematurity now includes sections
on the behavior development of the fetal infant and of the newborn. There are
data on prenatal rubella and the Rh factor as causative in certain of these de-
velopmental deviations. Case material is included to illustrate the new sections.
To Part Three, on the protection of early child development, a new chapter has
been added on developmental pediatrics. There are additional appendices of a
bibliography on developmental guidance and a discussion of professional training
for developmental pediatrics. From a practical standpoint, it should be added
that the present physical size of the book facilitates its handling and use as a
manual for diagnostic testing.
These additions have rendered even more valuable what was already an
extremely practical manual for the developmental examination of children up
to 42 months of age. It is gratifying to note that the authors have recognized
their responsibility in placing such specialized techniques for use by the un-
trained physician, not only in offering detailed description of examination
technique and graphic illustration of normative response, but also in their em-
phasis on cautious interpretation of results, which can best be expressed in their
own statement that "the behavior tests are not as simple nor as automatic as they
may have appeared. . . . [They are] diagnostic tools which must be applied
with finesse, and which become effective only as [the physician] can bring
a fund of clinical experience critically to bear."
It is to be expected that this volume should emphasize the diagnosis of
deviant behavior. From the standpoint of the diagnostician using the develop-
mental schedules, however, it would be a helpful reference if the book included
a brief description of the population on which the normative observations were
made and a statement of the reliability of the tests within that group, for which
the reader is referred elsewhere. -ELMER HENRY POITER
SCIENCE IN PROGRESS. (Fifth series.) Edited by George A. Baitsell.
Yale Univ. Press, New Haven, 1947. xv +353 pp. $5.
The series of volumes on "Science in Progress" has become an established
landmark for all interested in the advances of science along many fronts. Like
earlier volumes, the present one presents a selection of lectures by eminent
authorities given under the auspices of Sigma Xi. Included are essays on such
diverse subjects as cancer, plant diseases, genes, hormones, the interior of the
earth, complement, the betatron, and such general topics as the future of
scientific research in the post-war world. The excellence of presentation, clarity,
and high scholarship commend this work both to the general public and to
the scientist. -M. TAGER